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ABSTRACT 

An expression for the dielectric tensor ~ of a plasma in a static magnetic field 

and a circularly palarized standing electromagnetic field, transverse to the static 

field is obtained. The relativistic mass increase is taken into account in the particle

motion equations leading to !'.., so eliminating the singularity at cyclotron resonance 

(w = 0) appearing in the non-relativistic expression E: = E: (1 - w2/(w2 - w!J)) • 
.L 0 p 

Generally, for low field strengths of the electromagnetic field, the collisional 

damping will overshadow the relativistic levelling off of the resonance peak, while the 

latter will be dominant for large fields. 

Also a few considerations about dissipation are given, indicating the importance 

of collisions and particle escape, particularly in high quality systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the permittivity of a plasma in a combination of a right
handed circularly polarized e. m. field and a static magnetic field perpendicular to it, 
goes to infinity, if the frequency w of the applied field tends to the electron cyClotron 
frequency 0. In formula: 

This formula can be derived by calculating the currents with help of the orbit equations 
of the particles reacting on the field, if collisions and relativistic effects are neg
lected, Even if collisions are negligible, inclusion of the relativistic mass increase 
of the particles will flatten the resonance curve, since then an infinite energy gain 
will be impossible. 

Such a relativistic treatment of the particle motion equations will be given in a 
frar.ne of reference which rotates with the electric field of the sta.11ding wave'Olhis will 
lead quite naturally to the component of the current, which is in phase with -=- and 
thus will yield the real component of the dielectric constant of the plasma, ot 

If the electric field of the e. m. wave is homogeneous in every direction, a dielec
tric constant can analytically be calculated and it will appear that close to w = 0 it will 
depend on the electric field strength, while for values of w far from resonance it 
returns to the non-relativistic formula. However, such a homogeneous "standing wave" 
can only be approximated in an experimental system, and an investigation of the appli
cability of the theory for the homogeneous case to an inhomogeneous one, (E dependent 
on the coordinate along B0 ) will be of interest. Therefore, we will start with a general 
treatment of particle orbit equations in an e. m. field which has such an inhomogeneity. 
Curves of e:T.L will then be calculated for homogeneous fields, Finally an estimate is 
made of the loss factor tan o • These quantities 

E: = E: 
0 

~ J and tan o are useful for the study of a plasma in an electro-

1 - w;/w 2 

magnetic field at cyclotron resonance. 

I.a, PARTICLE MOTION EQUATIONS: GENERAL 

To derive an expression for the e:-tensor a treatment of particle orbits in given 
fields will be used. Here, a change in=the phase-velocity vp with respect to c will be 
admitted and an electrostatic field-term may be added to the equations to reveal the in
fluence of charge-separation. 

The fields have the following properties: (cf. figure 1). The electromagnetic field· 
is a standing circularly polarized wave; it is dj.rected transverse to the static magnetic 
field (B0 ) and is homogeneous in the transverse directions. The static magnetic field is 
homogeneous and directed in the positive z-direction. The particle motion problem can 
now be reduced to a (z, t) problem. This situation has been treated recently in another 
pape~ (Sehr 65) and will be handled here rather briefly. 
Write, (upper signs for r.h. wave) 
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Fig.1. Orientation of the fields. 
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These fields satisfy Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions at kl. z = ±rr/2 if 
f(kz) =cos kz and if at k11 z = ±rr/2 electric walls are situated. Note that for the boundary 
conditions in the z-direction the en plays an important role. 
Further: ~o = lz B 0 

E = i E = - grad rn; an either applied and/or self-generated electrostatic field -o -Z zT 
(He 64), (Co 64). 

The insertion of these fields in the momentum equation for electrons 

d a~(kaj 
-(m v) = - eE - ev x B - ev x B + e --'---~ 
dt - - - - .L""' -o a z 

results in the following equations: 

. yb 
yx/c = - gf(kz) smwt - - c 

• xb 
yy/c = ± gf(kz) cos wt+c 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

v: d(~ (y z/c) = gl [ + ~ sinwt + ~cos wt J + ~'(kz) j 
) 
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where: 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

(4) 

and a prime denotes a differentiation with respect to the argument kz. The equations of 
the perpendicular motion have already been integrated once, where the integration con
stants were taken zero, since the whole problem is independent of x and y. 

The equations (3) , using cartesian velocity components as unknowns, can be trans
formed to a set of equations involving quantities related to velocity-components v s and 
vT], which rotate with the electric field E: 

v . . • I=' x . '7 

.....2.. = - cos .,. ± .L sin T 
c c c 

VT] = • • x . y - -sm T ±-cos.,. c c c 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

In the (v E:, v11 _) plane the vector E is always directed in the s-direction. So v S is the 
component of v .i. parallel to E, while vT] is perpendicular to E. 

(5) 

VT] 
The introduction of a new variable: w = gf - y - (6) 

c 

entailing 

Y
vs= 1 dw 
C l+b/y dT 

leads to a single differential equation for the perpendicular motion: 

d ( 1 d1lr) - b - - -~ = - (l+b/y) ¥ --gf. 
d 'f 1 + b/y d 'f y 

Also the z-motion can be described by an equation involving w and y 

v • 
__k ~ (y z \ = _!_( W - gf) gf I + ~I • 

C dT C 7 y 

Finally the kinetic energy is given implicit in: 

2·2 2 
Y2-1 = ~+ gf)2 ( 1 Af)' 

c2 ( ¥ - + 1 + b/y d T 
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If ~ '(kz) is a given function of kz, the equations (8), (9) and (10) form a set of three 
coupled differential equations involving the variables y' z/c' ijr . 

In a recent paper (Sehr 65) numerical results of particle orbit computations (with 
an analog computer) based on the three given differential equations are dealt with. 

I. b. IN EVERY DIRECTION HOMOGENEOUS E-FIELD 

Physically it is impossible to generate a homogeneous alternating electric field 
since this does not satisfy Maxwell's equations. That this special case nevertheless 
will be treated, is because of the theoretical importance for the study of the e of a 
homogeneous, collisionless plasma for all possible values of B0 , including w ~ 00 • 

Equations (8), (9) and (10) simplify now to: 

2 . 2z2 2 ( 1 , ~\2 
y -l-~=(ijr-g) + l+b/y 0 dT) 

d ( 1 dijr'\~ ,, _ - / 
d T \_1 + b/y • d T) - - l 1jf - g) (l + b;y) - g 

vp. ~(Y Z'\ = + ~'(kz) 
C dT c) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) . 
) 

(11) 

The latter equation equals zero if there is no applied electrostatic field, since a self
generated field is impossible in this case. 

In making the assumptions ~' = O and y = 1, which imply yz/c = o, the problem 
is simplified to the exactly solvable (Ha 64) s°et: 

2 2 ( 1 _Qj_ \
2 

y - l = (ijr - g) + 1 .:j: b/y • d T) 

with the initial conditions: y 0 = 1; ( ijr - g) 0 = 0. 
Elimination of ijr from these equations yields: 

where: 

and: 

t' 1 d-2)2 1 { }2) \ --~ = (y2 - 1) - - (y+b)2-(1+b)2 ) 
'-...2g dT 2g · ) 

) 
) 
) 

v 
~ - g 1 ( - 2 - 2} Tl ---= -1 (y + b) - (1+ b) = -

y . 2gy ~ c 

1 1 d ijr - _!_ ft_ ~ 
- .. l+ b/y • dT -- g' dT - C 

) 
) . 
) 

y 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

A curve of vTl against :s is given in figure 2 for! = o. 01 and different values of b 
(Ha 64, Sc g4). The moC:lulus of the vector from the origin to a point on such a curve is 
the absolute value of ~l., while the angle X between this vector and the positive v i:--axis 

. c ':> 
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Fig. 2. Field orientation in the (v S, v T]) plane and (v, X) curves for g/b = O. 1. 

is the angle between E and ~.L. 
The curve is determined by g, b and y

0
• It will be referred to as a (v, X) curve. 

II. a. PERMITTIVITY TENSOR 

Maxwell's first equation 'V x H = e0 °~ + J reveals that the component of J, which is 900 - at - -
out of phase with respect to E, can be interpreted as a displacement current and so gives 
rise to a change in the dielectric constant. The component of J which is in P,hase with E 
is responsible for dissipation, as a loss-factor can be defined-as J. E/w € 0 E .Z-= tan 6. In
the particular case of a standing circularly polarized wave the component of .iI_ perpen
dicular to E: J11 , will change the dielectric constant, while JS parallel to E will intro
duce a dissipation (see figure 2). An integration over velocity space of the appropriate 
velocity component times the velocity distribution function will yield the dielectric con
stant change and the loss-factor. 

In order to illustrate this, the dielectric tensor of a homogeneous plasma in a 
homogeneous electromagnetic field and a constant magnetic fi~ld will be evaluated. This 
case is exactly solvable. To every situation (b,g}, or (0'0/w, E), belongs one (v, X) 
curve, if the initial velocities are zero; in physical terms, if these are negligible com
pared with the velocities attained after acceleration °by the field. Moreover collisions 
must be neglected, as will he explained later. 

Both these conditions require a not too low field strength. Obviously, the first one 
will more easily be fulfilled, if g is large. Concerning the other, the time to in which 
v describes the complete (v, X) curve, should be much shorter than the most important 
collision time tc· This also requires a large g. If tc is in the order of, or less than, t0 a collision will generally prohibit an entire revolution of a (v,X) curve and collisional dampmg 
{Wh 61) will become more important than the here described relativistic levelling off of the 
resonance curve for €.i.. So a gminimal• depending on the particle density, will be required 
for the theory to apply, and the theory is essentially a large signal, "cold" plasma, one. 
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If g is large (the collisions are infrequent), the collisions are most probable near 
the origin of the (v, X) curve. This is so for two reasons: firstly the collision probability 
is a decreasing function of v and secondly the velocity changes more slowly near the 
origin of the curve, so that the particles spend a longer time there than elsewhere. So 
the, already rare, collisions will not very much invalidate the assumption of small ini-
tial velocities. · 

With these assumptions all electrons have a certain place on one (v, x) curve 
belonging to a (b, g) case at a certain moment. The number of electrons on a line ele
ment of such a curve will be proportional to the time necessary for them to get through it, so 
D. n = n

0 
D. '1" /'1" 

0
, where n

0 
= the total electron density and '1" 0 = w t

0 
is the normalized 

ti:ni>e of revolution for a (v, x) curve. 
The integration of D.n0 evTj ('1", '1" + D. '1") over the curve yields JTj : 

']" 

0 v d'l" 
J=-ner~ 

TI o ~I 'l"o 
0 

The component 

) 
) 
) . 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

(15) 

(16) 

because the curve (v, x) is symmetric with respect to the TI-axis. This means that there 
is no dissipation in this model. 
Combining (14) and (15) gives: 

JTj noe2 
sr.L= 1 +w_e_E_= 1 + ---2-· eE 

1 

o s m w --o 0 m UJC 
0 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) . 
) 
) 

(17) 

It is easy to show that this expression returns to the well-lmown formula (Gi 61): 

UJ2 
p 

er.L = 1 - ---=--
w (w - 0) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

if y is made equal to 1, in other words, if we are so far from resonance that the 
deviation of y with respect to 1 is unimportant. Integration of equation (17), using 
equation (12) and remembering that 

and y = 1 yields: 
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T T 
0 0 

J = - I o/ - g dT = 1 I~ /_l_ do/:) + 
Tj T y T (1- b) , dT ~1-b dT ./ 

0 0. 0 0 

T 
0 

+ _!__ I _g_ d T = ~ 
T 1-b 1-b 
0 0 

w2 
:>r e = 1-_!_ r-r=-g . p

2 
which is identical to (18). r.t g .i.-u 

T 
0 

w 

J ( o/ - g) d T can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals using equations (13), (14) ; 
0 YTo 

(Gr57): 

Ymax 

-!To= J 
1 

0max 

2(y-l) (y-1+213)dy = ~ 
~(y2-1)4g2-(y-1)2 (y-1+213)2 ) 

2ydy 

~ ( y2 - 1) 4g2 - ( y - 1 )2 ( y - 1 + 213 ) 2 
= 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

= I 
0 

(20+1/g)do = 
) 0 {- o

3 
- (213/g) o

2 + (1-13
2 /g2

) 0 + 1/g} 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) . 

y - 1 
Here: 2"g= o ; 13 = 1 - b and 

0 
max 

11 = J ~and 
0 
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10 , I. and Z can be expressed in complete elliptic integrals of the first, second 
and third \ind, The integrals are complete, since the integration constants 6max and 
O are roots of the fourth pawer form in the denominators of the integrands. The con
stants and modulus of the elliptic integrals can be found with the aid of these roots 
(Gr 57). 

Because of the numerical work involved in these computations, 
1 
2To 

I (if - g)/y. dT 

.! .
1
,,.,,0'---______ is calculated with an analog computer program based on the equa-

g 2T0 I dT 

0 
tions (12) • One value is checked numerically: the point where c:r.i. is at a maximum and 
i To = <X> • 2 2 

A few curves of c:r as function of b, with g/b as parameter and wp/w as scale 
factor are calculated and shown in fig. 3. Due to the relativistic mass increase the 
infinite resonance peak of (18) disappears, without the introduction of any dissipation. 
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2 
as function of b for g/b = 0. 003; 0. 01; O. 03 and 0.1. 

r.L 
wp 

2.0 

From fig. 3, it can be seen that the larger g is, the broader and lower the resonance 
curve. It also appears that for every gab exists, such that er..i. = 1 (e. g. for 
g/b = 0. 01: b ~ 1. 065) independent of the plasma frequency. Hence, rn this model, the 
theory predicts that at this particular value of b, the e. m. field is not affected by the 
plasma. 
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The treatment of the particle motion problem, asdealtwithinsectionI.a. and(Schr65), 
permits us to inquire into the applicability of the theory for homogeneous fields to the 
experimentally more interesting case, where the e.m. field has an inhomogeneity along 
J?

0
• From Maxwell's equations, it follows that the fields of a standing wave will have an 

inhomogeneity in at least one direction, f~ which we choose the direction along ]?
0

• 

Then a BJ:' will be present and the y.L x J?.L term represents a force on the electrons in 
the z-direction. While describing a (v, X) curve, the particles will also move axially, 
and material currents in the z-direction will be introduced. Moreover, the distribution 
of electrons on a (v, X) curve in a transverse plane is now uncertain, which knowledge 
is necessary in computing Ji:· However, this Lorentz force _y.L x B.L is of second order 
and the z-velocities may be :!:'educed by space charges ( ~' (kz) in (3) )if the electrons are 
accelerated out of the field region (Co 64, He 64); although this may only be true for the 
time averaged value of Ze ··and the electron may oscillate quickly and with large amplitude 
against the retarding potential (Dr 65). However, the z-velocity will in general be small 
compared with the transverse velocity. For values of b, where the electrons are con
fined in the maximum field region, only axially oscillating particles with moderate 
z-velocities may be expected. 

A more severe difficulty is, that in a z-dependent field e:n will be a function of z, 
because it depends on g. This does not agree with the assumption of a constant phase 
velocity in the field equations (1). However, it appears from calculations (Sehr 65), that 
the (v, X) curves do not change very much when an electron traverses the e.m. field. 
So, since the evaluation of e:n is based on the integration of v11 , one expects that e:n 
will not depend very much on z and will not differ appreciably from e:n (g, b). 

Finally, wp may be a function of z. If the electrons are ejected outofthefieldregion, 
wp will be a decreasing function of I z I , while if the electrons are confined in the 
maximum field region, wp will have a maximum there. This too tends to make e:r.L 
z-dependent. 

In conclusion, t::r .L (g, b) will give a good qualitative or semi-quantitative picture of 
the permittivity of a plasma in a (z-dependent) circularly palarized standing wave, under 
the restriction that the more the thus approximated e:r.L will vary over one wavelength, 
the poorer the approximation will be. 

Some of the above given arguments can also be found in an attempt to generalize 
the formalism to a non-uniform static magnetic field (Sch 65). 

II. b. DISSIPATION 

As has already been mentioned, no dissipation occurs in a collisionless plasma in 
homogeneous fields, since no particles can leave the field and radiation is neglected. In 
practice, there are collisions,and particles may escape. Dissipation, whose impartance 
depends on the relation between t0 and characteristic times for collision and escape tc 
and te,will exist now. After a certain number, depending on te/t 0 and tc/t0 , of com
plete revolutions of a (v, X) curve, an incomplete one may occur. If the endpaint is not 
the origin of the (v s, v11 ) plane, an integration of ev s n over the unfinished curve will 

yield a net result and tan a = _;[_.~f. O. Moreover, in a collision the electron may 
we: E 0 

not lose all its energy, but may find its phase X with respect to E entirely changed 
(see fig.4). After such a semi-elastic collision, the electron may be regarded as 
newly born with a non-zero initial velocity. So an initial velocity I- O may exist and 
instead of ~ (v, X) curve for a (g, b) combination, as is the case if v.L0 = 0, a set 
of such curves exists, belonging to the initial-velocity distribution. This must be 
calculated under the assumption of a stationary state. Now; the currents belonging to 
(v, X ; v 0) curves had also to be added, to get the total current. 

Because of the complexity of such an approach only qualitative arguments will be 
sought here with help of a rather seriously simplified model. It is assumed that all 
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the electrons are lost at the time Te= (2n+l)T0 /2. There vl./c and thus also the dissi
pation is at a maximum, while e:rl. is the same as in the collisionless case. The loss 
factor is then: 

2 
1 -wp 

tano=- =--
Q w2 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

here 1' e = (2n+ 1) T 0 /2 = wte; y0 = 1 and y (Te) = y <i T 0 ). This model applies better if 
particle escape is important, than if the collisions are playing an important role. 

The dissipation factor tan 6 appears to have a stronger dependence on g than 

(21) 

en; y (! T 0) increases ndt as strongly as g. For g/b = O. 003, O. 01, O. 03 and 0.1 

curves of tan 6: Te. ~ as a function of b are plotted in figure 5. Implicitly, an integer 
wp 

is inserted in (21) for n in Te = (2n + 1) T /2, which is nearest to the exact value. 
A numerical example will allow us a com'Parison between t;Q and .6er: 

If Te - wt = 102, a reasonable time for escape fpr g/b = O. 01 (Sehr 65), 
w~/w2 = 10-3, b ~ 1, Q will be in the order of a few hundred, while t.w/w = D.en/2 will 
be < 0. 01 and can be chosen ~ 0. So, in high Q-systems, as is mostly the case for 
standing wave experiments, the Q-change of the resonant system may be a more im
portant limit to the density than the resonant frequency shift, particularly for low g/b's. 
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